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You can opt for a full updo if you've been missing a haircut.n massage is ready and be
sure to use it at least once every 2 -3 days. This week we are moving away from root
volume. You may not like how the haircut looks after this, but note that the volume
that was before was more natural and you did not need to return it. This correction
looks natural and harmonious, as it does not add volume to the hair as a whole, but
does not "burn" them. 3.Finally, treat and restore hair. You do not need to be seven

spans in the forehead to understand exactly how hair requires treatment and
restoration. There is no universal recipe here, but there are a number of ways that will

definitely help you feel much better. 4. Tired of curling? Turn to hair growth
products. A good conditioner will help your hair grow much faster. Now that hair care

is at a high level, a curling iron will not save your hair. 5. Do you like the beauty of
your curls? Use balms, serums and gels to add volume. 6. Do you want to keep the
volume of your hair? Find extensions and wear them every day. 7. You don't like
combing your hair? Now you have a desire to do it? If not, then pay attention to

decorative hairpins and invisibles. 8. Your shampoo or shower gel doesn't seem right
for you? This is because the composition of the shampoo or gel may be too nasty. Try

milder cosmetic cleansers. 9. It's time to change your shampoo. Most of us use
shampoo up to 5-7 times during the day. Think it would be better if we could only use
shampoo once. This is the same shampoo that we use every day, only in a "recycled"

form. 10. To enjoy your curls more, you can use silicone. Silicone is a special
compound that makes the strands more silky, which in turn improves the volume of
your hair, making it more shiny and beautiful. 11. Have you ever seen fleas combed

out? Now they won't be able to take you by surprise. 12. Hair can become more
tangled if combed too often. Do not hurry. Comb your hair first with a wooden comb
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